Eao Series 61 Keylock switches and Selectors

Keylocks
RS Part Numbers
331-4914
331-4936
331-4936
Are key locksthat can be mounted into a round 16mm hole.
Each key switch has a metal barrel on which the user snaps on a plastic
hood.
The hood is either round square or rectangular and this is supplied within the
RS part number
Keylock Switch

Set of 3 keylock hoods

Once the user snaps on the keylock hood they have a switch suitable for
mounting in a 16mm cut-out. With a front shape of either 18mm round , 18mm
square or 18 x 24 mm rectangular. The key switches would stick up around
8mm from the panel

Should the customer need to mount the switches in the flush mount
configuration then he will need to buy the flush bezel set for keylocks

331-4964 Flush bezel set keylocks
This includes three flush mount bezels,
Round Bezel
This goes into a 22.5mm hole into which the user fits the keylocks above
with which he has snapped on the round hood

Square Bezel
This goes into a 21 by 21mm hole into which the user fits the keyswitch
above with which he has snapped on the square hood
Rectangular Bezel
This goes into a 21 by 27mm hole into which the user fits the keyswitch
above with which he has snapped on the rectangular hood

Flush keyswitch bezel set 331-4964

Selector Switch
The selector switch
331-4942 has a round front shape

The selector can be mounted into a 16mm round hole.
If the user want to flush mount the selector then they can buy a flush selector
bezel set.
331-4970
This includes two bezels
Square flush bezel
This goes into a 21 x 21mm hole in the panel and has a round hole in the
middle to fit the selector.

Round flush bezel
This goes into a 22.5mm hole and has a round hole in the middle to fit the
selector.

Flush selector bezel set
331-4970

Rectangular Buzzer
Part number 331-4958 has an 18x 24mm front shape and fits into a 16mm
hole.

